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Matson Increases Neighbor Island Barge Capacity
January 2, 2018
HONOLULU, Jan. 2, 2018 /PRNewswire/ -- Matson, Inc. ("Matson"; NYSE: MATX) announced that its subsidiary Matson Navigation Company, Inc. has replaced
one of its three barges dedicated to serving Hawaii's neighbor island ports with a newer, larger barge that will improve service levels.
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The container barge Columbia, to be renamed Mauna Loa in honor of the barge it replaces, is now Matson's largest barge. At 360 feet long, with a beam (width) of
100 feet and cargo carrying capacity of 12,600 tons or 500 TEU,* it is 12 feet longer and 40 feet wider than the barge it replaces, with the capacity to carry 180
more TEU or nearly 8,000 tons more cargo.
Built in 2012 by Gunderson Marine and classified as a Deck Cargo Barge with approximately 33,000 square feet of deck cargo space, the vessel's design enables
swifter and more fuel efficient transits. Its deck is unobstructed to allow greater flexibility in loading containers and over-dimensional cargo and is protected by a
large breakwater at the bow and bin walls on the sides to aid in cargo securing and protection from the marine environment.
Matson's barge upgrade comes at a time of heavy investment in its Hawaii service. The company recently announced the purchase of three new gantry cranes
and the upgrade of three existing cranes as part of a $60 million project to expand and improve its Sand Island terminal in Honolulu Harbor in preparation for the
arrival of the first of four new, larger containerships starting next year.
Matson has two Aloha Class ships under construction at Philly Shipyard in Philadelphia with deliveries scheduled for the third quarter of 2018 and first quarter of
2019, respectively. The 850-foot long, 3,600 TEU vessels will be Matson's largest ships and the largest containerships ever built in the U.S. They will also be
faster than any of Matson's current vessels, designed to operate at speeds in excess of 23 knots, helping ensure timely delivery of goods in Hawaii.
Matson has also ordered two Kanaloa Class vessels from General Dynamics NASSCO in San Diego with deliveries scheduled for the fourth quarter of 2019 and
second quarter of 2020 respectively. These ships will be combination container and roll-on/roll-off ("Con-Ro") vessels built on a 3,500 TEU vessel platform 870 feet
long and 114 feet wide, with enclosed garage space for up to 800 vehicles.
With delivery of the Kanaloa Class ships, along with its two new Aloha Class ships, Matson will have completed the renewal of its Hawaii fleet.
Matson's latest investments in terminal improvements are a cornerstone of the State of Hawaii's Harbor Modernization Plan, which includes the reinforcement of
berths in Honolulu Harbor to support the expansion of Matson'sSand Island Terminal.
"These investments in our Hawaii infrastructure underscore Matson's long-standing commitment to serving our communities with the most reliable, efficient and
environmentally friendly operations in the islands for the long-term," said Matt Cox, chairman and chief executive officer.
* Twenty-foot Equivalent Units, the standard unit of measurement for container capacity
Forward-Looking Statements
Statements in this news release that are not historical facts are "forward-looking statements," within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of
1995, including without limitation those statements regarding vessel delivery dates and fleet renewal progress. These statements involve a number of risks and
uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those contemplated by the relevant forward?looking statement, including but not limited to risks
and uncertainties relating to the ability of the shipyards to construct and deliver the Aloha Class and Kanaloa Class vessels on the contemplated timeframes;
regional, national and international economic conditions; changes in general economic and/or industry?specific conditions; the impact of future and pending
legislation, including environmental legislation; government regulations and investigations; repeal, substantial amendment or waiver of the Jones Act or its
application, or our failure to maintain our status as a United States citizen under the Jones Act; and the occurrence of marine accidents, poor weather or natural
disasters. These forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance. This release should be read in conjunction with our Annual Report on
Form 10-K and our other filings with the SEC through the date of this release, which identify important factors that could affect the forward-looking statements in
this release. We do not undertake any obligation to update our forward-looking statements.
About Matson
Founded in 1882, Matson (NYSE: MATX) is a leading U.S. carrier in the Pacific. Matson provides a vital lifeline to the economies of Hawaii, Alaska, Guam,
Micronesia and select South Pacific islands, and operates a premium, expedited service from China to Southern California. The Company's fleet of 22 owned
vessels and five chartered vessels includes containerships, combination container and roll-on/roll-off ships and custom-designed barges. Matson Logistics,
established in 1987, extends the geographic reach of Matson's transportation network throughout the continental U.S. Its integrated, asset-light logistics services
include rail intermodal, highway brokerage, warehousing, and less-than-container load freight consolidation and forwarding to Alaska. Additional information about
Matson, Inc. is available at www.matson.com.
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